
The Shrine of Ni Ussa Mah

A Swords & Wizardry Adventure      Ville Hakamäki
A simple cave-opening serves as an entrance to the stronghold of the Gnolls of Kergax. The clan has recently fallen
under the influence of Ni Ussa Mah, the Lord of Bloodshed and is therefore constantly on the hunt for victims for their
new blood-thirsty deity. Located on a 60’ high cliff terrace, the entrance to the shrine is protected by a mudbrick-wall
and  a  simple  gatehouse,  guarded  by  a  1d10  Gnolls  (1d6  during  nights).  Inside,  terrifying  practices  including
anthropophagy, human sacrifice and slavery are taking place to the detriment of the nearby village. It is up to the
Referee to determine most of the background and details of this module.

Room content

1. Two wooden racks hold crude-looking weapons. Leather sacks tossed in the corner store a variety of stuff: roll twice
on the random treasure table. There is a 50% chance for encountering 1d6 Gnolls in the chamber.

2. A 1d4+2 shanties stand at the center of the chamber. They contain dirty bedrolls, rough furniture, scraps, bones and
small trinkets. A thorough search should allow one roll on the random treasure table for each shanty. The chamber is
guarded by 1d10 Gnolls. If things go south for the Gnolls, some of them will attempt to release the Hyenas in the room
6. 

3. A large fireplace burns at the center of the chamber. There is a cauldron by the fire with something smelly bubbling
inside. A 1d4 Human slaves are working the fire and seem indifferent towards the party.

4. There is a foul-smelling refuse pit here. Roll on random treasure table upon searching the pit. This, however, causes a
1d20 Giant Rats to pour out and attack.

5.  Several barrels and crates are stacked in the corner of the chamber. Roll on the random treasure table if searched.
Barking sounds can be heard coming from the north.

6. A 1d6+1 Hyenas caged in a wooden kennel. Desperate wailing can be heard coming from the north.

7. The jail cell in this filthy chamber hold 1d6+4 malnourished and terrified Human slaves captured from the nearby
village. Some of the women are pregnant (supposedly for their captors) while others are missing limbs and other body
parts eaten by the Gnolls.

8. A 10ft. high palisade wall facing north cuts the room in half. Behind the simple gate, there are 1d4 crude shanties and
1d10 Gnolls and their families. Roll on the random treasure table for each hut.

9. Several slabs of meat, bones and ligaments are laying on the floor. Crates and barrels here hold no valuables.

10. A 10ft. deep reservoir with murky water covers most of this chamber. The reservoir is the main water-source for the
Gnolls and is guarded by a Giant Hyena.

11. A 20ft. deep pit at the center of this chamber holds 2d6 naked and terrified Human slaves waiting to be sacrificed to
Ni Ussa Mah. A vicious-looking hook used to grab the slaves from the pit is hanging from the ceiling. 

12. This is the shrine of Ni Ussa Mah. The chamber holds a bloodied altar and a small totem build out of skin and bones
of the sacrificed slaves.  The Gnoll chieftain Kergax and his pet Fire Memphit Ixtar are gathered here along with the
remaining Gnolls retreated from the previous chambers. They are generally aggressive towards intruders. Roll on the
random treasure table for treasure. There is a secret door leading to chamber 14 on the western wall.

13. Kergax's chamber is a dirty mess filled with various bone and stone implements. Roll on  the random treasure table
if searched.

14. The hidden room here holds the treasury of the shrine: roll on the random treasure table + 455 gp.

a. The main entrance to the shrine. b. The secondary exit from the shrine (Kergax might attempt to use it if the Gnolls
suffer too many losses). c. Downward sloping corridor to the south. There is a 60 % for encountering 1d6 Hyenas.

Random treasure table

Kergax
The chieftain of the Shrine of Ni Ussa Mah is a hulking, red-eyed Gnoll. He does not take kindly to
uninvited visitors. The creature is always accompanied by its pet Fire Memphit Ixtar – a boon given
by the Lord of Bloodshed.
Kergax: HD 4, AC 4 (Ring Mail +1), ATK: bite (2d4) or short sword (1d6), saving throw 14, move:
9, CL/EXP: 4/90.

1d100 treasure effect

1-10 Rudimentary trap 1d4 dmg on target creature (save applies)

11-35 Coin stash Roll 1d4: 1=3d6x10 cp, 2=3d6x10 sp, 3=2d6 gp, 4=3d6 gp
36-45 Minor gemstones Roll 1d4 times on the minor gems and jewelry table
46-80 Random stuff Roll 1d4 times on the general equipment table
81-90 Coin hoard Roll 1d4: 1=1d6x10 gp, 2=3d6x10 gp, 3=1d6x100 gp, 4=2d6x100 gp
90-97 Medium gemstone Roll once on the medium gems and jewelry table
98-100 Minor magic item Roll once on the minor magic items table


